
 

HER lips are just three per cent away from perfection and the width of her nose is
deemed almost perfect.

This year's winner of the Most Beautiful Woman in the World, Jodie Comer, was found to
be 94.52 per cent accurate under Golden Ratio of Beauty Phi, pushing Bella Hadid off
the throne.
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The 26-year-old actress topped the list, scoring 94.52 per cent, according to an
expertCredit: Getty Images - Getty

The 26-year-old superstar topped the list following mapping from a professional
cosmetic surgeon, leaving Zendaya a close second and model, Bella Hadid, in third.

The technique dates back to ancient times and has been used to measure physical
perfection.

They calculated the perfect face shape, including the size and position of the lips, nose,
chin and jawline – with Jodie's features most closely matching the ideal ratio.

The top ten list was compiled by a Harley Street clinic surgeon, Dr Julian De Silva, who
used digital facial mapping to see how modern celebs matched up.

Other women in the top ten list included the artist Beyoncé, fellow singer Ariana Grande,
TV personality Kim Kardashian and Squid Game breakout star HoYeon Jung.

Taylor Swift, Jourdan Dunn and Deepika Padukone had all also made the top 10.
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Dr Julian De Silva said that Jodie was the clean winner this year
Revealing the results, Dr Julian De Silva said: ''Jodie Comer was the clear winner when
all elements of the face were measured for physical perfection.

''She had the highest overall reading for the positioning of her nose and lips, with a score
of 98.7%, which is only 1.3% away from being the perfect shape.

''Jodie also had the highest score for her nose width and length and she was near the
top for the shape of her lips and the position of her eyes.

''Her chin is beautifully shaped and her overall face shape is really strong.

''The only element she was marked down for was her eyebrows which achieved an
average score of 88%.

''Zendaya was a close second and easily topped the scores for lips with a score of
99.5% - which is just 0.5% away from being the perfect shape.

''Her forehead top scored, too, with 98%. She was marked down for the positioning of
her nose in relation to her lips and for the shape of her eyebrows.

''Bella topped the table for the position of her eyes and also for the shape of her chin
which, with a score of 99.7%, was only 03% away from being the perfect shape.



''She missed out on the top spot with a lower score for her eyebrows.''

Speaking of the technology, the expert said: “These brand new computer mapping
techniques allow us to solve some of the mysteries of what it is that makes someone
physically beautiful and the technology is useful when planning patients’ surgery.”

The software also ranked stars by their most perfect feature, with Beyoncé's shape of
face rated best, Deepika's brows receiving a near-perfect score and HoYeon's nose
base deemed almost perfect.

10 Most Beautiful Women In The World

1: Jodie Comer - 94.52%

2: Zendaya - 94.37%

3: Bella Hadid - 94.35%

4: Beyoncé - 92.44%

5: Ariana Grande - 91.81%

6: Taylor Swift - 91.64%

7: Jourdan Dunn - 91.39%

8: Kim Kardashian - 91.28%

9: Deepika Padukone 91.22%

10: HoYeon Jung - 89.63%



The supermodel, Bella Hadid, was in third place with a 94.35 per cent matchCredit:
Getty
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The reality TV star, Kim Kardashian, ended up number eightCredit: Getty
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Zendaya was ranked second when compared to the beauty ratioCredit: Getty
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Singer Ariana Grande's face was scored a 91.81 per cent matchCredit: Getty


